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1) Locate the chargers- **MAKE SURE THEY ARE NOT PLUGGED INTO AC POWER YET**
2) **TAKE THE VALVE CAP OFF OF THE BATTERY- IMPORTANT**
3) Plug the charger connector into the battery connectors – they are keyed so they only go in one way
4) Now, Plug the chargers into AC power – the little LED lights will go on, on the right side of the charger, yellow/red lights… as the charge completes the 80% light will go on, and after 3-4 hours the green ‘Ready’ light will light up – **THE BATTERY IS NOW CHARGED**
5) Leave the vent caps OFF, put in a plastic bag and put inside one of the battery wells, that way the battery can vent.

**TAKE THE VALVE CAP OFF THE BATTERY**

**MATE THE MALE AND FEMALE CONNECTORS- THEY ARE KEYED**
Battery charger – MAKE SURE TO PLUG THE CHARGING CABLE TO THE BATTERY CONNECTOR BEFORE PLUGGING THE CHARGER INTO AC POWER

When ‘READY”Green light is ON the battery is charged